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Former studentand president of the b-boy club at 
El Camino, Vincent Hoiruchi has won the recent com-
petition for a chance to perform in the upcoming 3-D 
movie Battle of the Year alongside another former alum, 
Victor Kim. It is a new movie that stars Chris Brown, 
Josh Peck, and Josh Holloway among others who are all 
unlikely members of a break dancing team. Directed by 
Benson Lee, who directed another b-boy movie called 
Planet B-boy, which won many awards for its insider 
look at what being a break dancing is truly about. 

While watching the trailers to the movie and seeing 
some comments made by movie review websites, many 
people have mixed feelings about this movie, “I like 
watching dance movies and using some of what I’ve 
seen in the way that I dance” said Senior Maly Vilaysane 
“I’m excited for the movie but slightly skeptical due to 
the cliché premise of the movie.” 

However to many of the viewers, Battle of the Year 
is just another mish-mash of cast members that barely 
seem to support the movie’s poorly written script and 
plot line. 

It will be released September 20th of this year and 
in the title sequence Vincent Horiuchi (aka Vincanity) 
is scheduled to dance and show off his b-boy skills 
that helped him win the BOTY movie competition in 
Central California. 

Along with Victor Kim whose role in the film has 
been confirmed but as many people have not seen the 
movie, it is unsure what role he will play. It is safe to 

assume however, that he and Hourichi will excel in 
the part that they are given, hopefully throwing the 
both of them into some limelight after the movie gains 
some momentum. 

Battle of the Year is an international dance com-
petition for teams from around the world like France, 
Germany, Korea and U.S. 

The premise of the movie is the fact that even 
though the Americans were the ones who created 
b-boying as a dance, have not won the competition 
in over 15 years. So to regain their former status of 
champion b-boy team an American man has decided 
to put together a dance crew that will enter the com-
petition and take it by storm. 

“Yeah I agree that the movie sounds super cliché 
but still I’m excited even if I can predict the ending 
.” 

Sophomore b-boy Andrew Her “Hopefully it’s a 
good movie, I like watching movies like Step Up, be-
cause they motivated me to begin dancing in the first 
place…” Although it would be exciting to see a good 
dance movie come out, according to many viewers it 
does not seem like there will be much of an audience. 
Due to the overly cliché plot line to this movie, accord-
ing to movie review website Rotten Tomatoes, Battle 
of the Year scored a 6% on the views to-watch list. As 
bad as this may sound, no one knows if this movie 
will be a success or a failure. So go out and support 
our EC alums and watch Battle of the Year.

EC Alumni show off their moves in a movie where breakdancing beats all. Let the bboy battle begin!
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Battle of the Year brings
breakdancing to a boiling point
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